
PERSUASIVE ESSAY ON WHY WHALING SHOULD BE BANNED

One of the main reasons why the whale hunting should be banned on Faroe Islands is due to the effects that the whale
meat has on the health of the humans .

It goes without saying that there will be enough material to analyse scientifically without the need to take the
life of any whale. The IWC has condemned this as unnecessary and called on Japan to stop their hunts in over
20 separate Resolutions, Iceland killed minke whales between and for 'scientific' purposes WSPA. The
Japanese whaling people left for the Antarctic in December , with the intention of killing Minke whales and 10
fin whales. Fox hunting is typically viewed as a traditional British activity, but actual fox hunting that uses
hounds takes place all over the world. Whaling is a tradition, especially in Norway, but also in other countries,
like Japan, and for some, keeping traditions alive is very important. Furthermore there is obviously no
economic benefit in the brutal kill of whales for whale watching is the alternative to this. It is a pursuit of a
wild fox with a pack of hounds, which are specially bred and trained for the sole purpose of fox hunting, and
are followed by hunters who usually ride on horses. Herrera and Hoagland, The hunt will be sustainable by the
use of catch quota. In some ways, these mysterious creatures are much like humans. The arguments against
whaling are found in animal rights and whale species longevity. Introduction Today more and more wildlife is
becoming extinct or in danger of extinction for various reasons. Scientists can use special small projectiles to
gather samples of skin tissue and blubber from whales. Many people are fascinated by these whales when they
see them perform in marine parks such as SeaWorld. Whalers do it for the money, and for them it is a
tradition. Waste incinerators provide hot water, electricity, and material for construction. By studying the
effects of whaling,realizing how culture has changed over time, and taking note of the money that would be
saved, it can clearly be seen that there is no longer a current need for whaling to continue Any actions
threatening wildlife and its habitat must be banned right now. There is no question about it, whaling provides
work, and whaling provides meat. Whales grow and breed slowly; numbers will take a long time to recover.
Again and again you are hit. Nowadays, however, there is no explicit need for whale bones and blubber to
produce these kinds of products. The idea that people have been doing it for years seems like an effective one
for those who want to continue hunting whales. Many people have opinions about whale hunting. The trade in
whale meat has been a very welcome benefit for the Icelandic economy, especially since the economy has
collapsed in Capell Kerry,  The continuation of whaling can only have negative effects on everyone. Before
you can shoot the whale, you have to find the whale, and because the whale is only up to breathe a couple of
seconds the shooter has seconds to fire. I know that conservation and management of wildlife is a very
complex issue, but to save wildlife, we should take some positive actions, which requires changes in our life
style and changes in our general way of thinking so that the future generations of both wildlife and human can
enjoy it. Historically wherever the British have gone building their empires, they have taken the sport of fox
hunting43 with them. Therefore whale hunting is completely senseless, immoral and inhumane and it has to
stop. Another way to do research on the condition of the world seas is to examine the thousands of whales
which are washed ashore every year Hoare Philip,  The first whale hunters were in the prehistoric times. Each
group defends their side with convincing arguments. When in reality, it should really be a frontrunner as it
explicitly involves all living things that dwell within our shared biosphere. This form of hunting is exercised in
several countries around the world, but this essay will concentrate on fox hunting in the United Kingdom
There is much evidence that proves captive life will never be adequate. In other words, Human beings are
destroying the planet. Lucia and St. They would fish foe whales, looking for the fat to make oil for lamps,
candles, and soap.


